


We team up passionate young people from around 
the world with budding local microentrepreneurs in 
Kenya, Uganda and Ghana to design, launch and grow 
businesses that last.

Following pre-placement preparation, ICS 
volunteers come together in-country and are trained 
in Balloon’s Enterprise Curriculum. This week-long 
training covers aspects of entrepreneurship, the lean 
start-up methodology, marketing, finance, business 
design and innovation.

Volunteers are then split into working groups of 
three, working with five entrepreneurs. Their first 
task is to pass on key messages and concepts of the 
curriculum during two classroom sessions. The focus 
over the following seven weeks is to understand the 
entrepreneurs’ business and ambitions whilst thinking 
about how to help the entrepreneur reach their goals.

2016 
NUMBERS IN BRIEF:

Three countries where we run Balloon ICS: 

Kenya, Uganda, Ghana
18 programmes

349 UK and in-country volunteers

508 entrepreneurs completing ICS programmes

262 funded entrepreneurs

£60,000 invested

41% Average growth for existing businesses across the programme

About Balloon ICS

Once they have some ideas, the groups quickly conduct 
market research and testing to validate or invalidate their 
assumptions. Armed with evidence from these tests, the 
groups iterate and try to improve their ideas.

Towards the end of the placement, entrepreneurs 
who want financial support are invited to pitch to Balloon 
for access to a loan. They prepare a business case for 
support and panels made up of ICS volunteers, ICS alumni, 
community members and Balloon staff make decisions 
about who to finance.

These decisions are based on desirability (do people 
want this), feasibility (can the entrepreneur do this), and 
viability (should the entrepreneur do this – e.g. will it make 
money).

Our needs analysis shows that a key barrier to 
growth of micro-enterprises is lack of affordable 
finance. We therefore designed our own loan product 
to support these entrepreneurs. All loans on our ICS 
programme are unsecured, flexible and offered at 0% 
interest.

Approximately 38% of the total capital disbursed 
on our ICS programme is funded by the ICS innovation 
grant. The remaining 62% is financed directly from 
the Balloon Ventures Fund. 

Providing affordable finance is a cornerstone 
of Balloon’s work across all our programmes. 
Entrepreneurs are recruited knowing that the loan 
is competitive and is only issued to those who meet 
Balloon’s twelve-point funding criteria. In particular, 
we are looking for clear evidence based on testing 
that whatever the loan will be used for will work. This 
helps de-risk our investment whilst ensuring the 

The Balloon Fund

Given that the loan is an integrated part of our 
programming, it is challenging to evaluate the direct 
impact of the loan as a standalone offering. This 
report therefore evaluates the impact of Balloon 
ICS as a whole, to illustrate the impact of Balloon’s 
Fund as a part of a broader programme. To do this, 
we provide overarching programme data supported 
by two detailed case studies. All summary data apply 
to 2016.

In March 2017, we finalised Balloon’s theory 
of change and mapped the ICS programme onto 
it resulting in a Balloon ICS theory of change. This 
captures the key assumptions that we hold about 
how to create impact. The data presented in this 
report are structured against that theory of change.

This Report

The Balloon
Fund 2016

2017

greatest likelihood of success for the entrepreneur.

Therefore, the prospect of a loan underpins the 
motivation for the entrepreneurs to work through the 
Balloon process (testing new ideas, iterating, etc.), 
adding momentum and a clear purpose to the whole 
process.

ICS

Balloon
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Balloon ICS Theory of Change

Who are our entrepreneurs1:

Gender

Female

Male

Business Type

Startup

Existing

1 Data refers to sample of 234 entrepreneurs based in Kenya

18%

58%

24%

1%

10%

36%

25%

10%

18%

Our inputs:

75 hours of training received by each volunteer

~50,000 hours of volunteer support provided to local   
entrepreneurs   (equivalent to 25 full time staff per year)

~1,500 business ideas tested

3 Number of volunteers working with each entrepreneur

27 Partners involved

£59,760 disbursed through loans (38% ICS 62% Balloon)

Outputs:

18 programmes

349 UK and in-country volunteers

508 entrepreneurs graduating from our programme

262 entrepreneurs received funding

9.1/10: Average entrepreneur rating of the programme
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Outcomes (short term)2:

89%

80%

75%

72%

69%

66%

46%

improvement in understanding of record keeping

improvement in self-reported financial knowledge

improvement in understanding business strategy

improvement in understanding of marketing

ability to implement ideas

improvement in ability to generate ideas

improvement in customer interaction skills

Self-reported improvement in knowledge and skills3:

59%

54%

47%

increase in confidence with customers and suppliers

increase in hope for the future

increase in self-belief in the business and themselves as   
      entrepreneurs

Self-reported improvement in psychological outlook4:

Improvement in Financial Knowledge Test scores5: 14%

Correlation between stated needs before the programme and benefits 
obtained from the Balloon ICS programme6: 0.97

Outcomes (mid-term):

41%7

40%8

16%9

increase in profit for existing businesses

increase in the number of entrepreneurs that   
      employ someone

increase in number of customers per business

2 All percentage statistics are based on the same group of people 
responding to the questions at pre and post-programme measurement
3 Data based on sample of 109 entrepreneurs in Kenya
4 Data based on sample of 109 entrepreneurs in Kenya
5 Data based on pilot sample of 14 entrepreneurs in Uganda

6 Data based on sample of 109 entrepreneurs in Kenya
7 Data based on sample of 35 entrepreneurs in Kenya
8 Data based on sample of 109 entrepreneurs in Kenya
9 Data based on sample of 109 entrepreneurs in Kenya

Existing Businesses’ Financials (in KSH)

14000,00

10500,00

7000,00

3500,00

0,00

Programme Start Programme EndDifference

Sales Costs Profit Salary Savings

2850,24

1412,98
1741,85

614,07 660,39
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Impact Case Studies

Meet Jeremiah

Jeremiah lives in Njoro, Kenya. After seeing local 
carpenters at work, Jeremiah decided to learn the trade 
by working for carpenters on a commission basis. After 
mastering his carpentry skills, Jeremiah decided to open his 
own business. He began saving and in January 2015 moved 
into his own shop.

Why Balloon?

Despite opening his shop, Jeremiah was struggling. 
Without capital to hold inventory, he could only deal with 
customers who were willing to wait for him to build the 
product. This also meant that customers would have to pay 
up front without seeing the final product. Combined, these 
two factors made his target market incredibly small.

Jeremiah joined Balloon to access the loan on offer so 
that he could build products to showcase in his shop.

After  impressing on the programme, Jeremiah was 
awarded a loan of 37,900 (~£315). This allowed him to create 
inventory meaning that customers could walk into his shop 
and instantly see the products he was selling. Given his shop 
is placed on the busiest road in Njoro, this had a significant 
impact on his sales.

Impact of the Balloon Loan

One year on, we went back to catch up with Jeremiah. 
His monthly income had increased from 6,500 KSH (~£55) 
to 40,000 KSH (~£335). He had contracts with organisations 
such as the big schools in Njoro and had a created a series 
of marketing materials which meant customers were 
constantly visiting his shop.

To keep up with demand, Jeremiah had hired two 
employees and was training them up to become independent 
carpenters. Through this, he is extending the impact of 
Balloon ICS to others in the community.

Jeremiah noted that his and his families’ standard of 
living has increased. He sums this up by noting “whatever 
my family needs I can get faster because the cash is readily 
available”. He is also saving up to buy his own home (a rarity 
in Kenya’s informal sector).

He had repaid the loan in full and has since completed a 
second programme with Balloon.

You can see some of Jeremiah’s products on his 
FACEBOOK PAGE 

which he set up together with volunteers.
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https://www.facebook.com/pg/Foresie-Kenyan-Furnitures-and-Sofaset-767614146673168/photos/


Meet Flomena
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Flomena lives in Eldoret, with her son. Realising she 
had a knack for selling, she ventured into entrepreneurship 
selling fruits and vegetables. After saving enough money, 
she moved into fashion, selling men and women’s clothing. 
She joined the Balloon programme recently after securing 
a premises and stock.

Why Balloon?

Flomena heard about Balloon from one of the Balloon’s 
previous entrepreneurs. She realised that she could also 
benefit from the programme having never heard of a lot 
of the concepts the entrepreneur was referring to. When 
she heard of the possibility of securing an interest free, 
unsecured, flexible loan, she was convinced.

Flomena took part in a Balloon programme in summer 
2015 with the main goal of expanding her newly set up 
clothes business. Her goal was to diversify her stock as 
often customers would come in but not be able to find the 
size or colour they were looking for.

Impact of the Balloon Loan

Flomena completed the programme in July 2015. 
Flomena was awared 35,000 KSH (~£300) in September 
2015 to support her growth. She used this to expand her 
stock.

The impact of the loan can be clearly seen in Flomena’s 
case. Graduating from the programme in July, her daily 
profit did not increase meaningfully. Her profits only 
increased arer she had been given the loan (September) 
and had a chance to use the loan to expand her stock (see 
graph below).

Many entrepreneurs report increased knowledge and 
skills from the programme. This graph suggestests that (at 
least in some cases) this cannot be effectively put to work 
unless capital is made available (i.e. both learning and 
finance is required to lead to impact).

Flomena repaid the loan within nine months, a full three 
months ahead of schedule. Flomena is using this success 
to create opportunities for others. She has already trained 
three apprentices to open similar shops and notes “it’s 
about giving people opportunities like you [Balloon] gave 
me, I want to help many people find jobs”.
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Conclusions

Conclusions
The Balloon Fund has enabled hundreds of micro-

entrepreneurs to pursue their passions and fulfil 
their ambitions. It is a critical element of Balloon’s 
programming, which serves as the motivation for 
entrepreneurs to learn and try new approaches to 
business. It is also one of the strongest reasons why 
entrepreneurs are attracted to the programme.

The value of the Balloon Fund was also highlighted 
in the ICS Mid-term evaluation, which included 
Balloon’s Nakuru ICS programme as a case study. 
The report noted in its conclusions: “The combination 
of the training and opportunity to receive a loan 
seems to drive entrepreneurs and provide them with 
tools to start and develop their business.”

http://balloonventures.com/impact/what-makes-balloon-unique-to-our-beneficiaries/



